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THE VINE AND THE GRAPE

STORY                 TRADITION               LEGEND





STORY

The Roman writer of agriculture Columella (4-70 AD), 

tells about the high yeld of the vineyards around Caere

that produced grapes of best quality.

The wine coontainers, decorated with vine shoots, 

witness what above said.





TRADITION

In 1961 the MAREMMA INSTITUTION created the
SAGRA of UVA (grape) in Cerveteri with the aim of
making known the fine quality of the local grapes.
In 1967 the PRO-LOCO started the management of
the festival that is usually celebrated in one of August
weekends. That festival also involves the Districts of 
Cerveteri to preserve local traditions. They are:
Boccetta, Casaccia, Fontana Morella, Fornace,
Garbatella, Madonna dei Canneti and San Pietro.





THE LEGEND OF THE VINE

At the origin the vine was a plant that did not produce any
fruit. It was only an ornamental plant which was used to
make shadow.
A farmer had a beautiful vine plant in the garden. Its branches
Always lengthened more and more; its large leaves made 
shadow to the small plants that were struggling to grow up.
The farmer thought that the poor small plants needed more
sun and so he vigorously cut the vine plant and removed many
leaves.
The vine despaired.
In the evening a nightingale landed on the plant and started 
to sing to confort the vine.
The sweet song touched the stars that sent some energy to 
the plant. The vine felt a great vital force: gems and leaflets
emerged. Its tears shone like pearls and turned into small
fruits...
At dawn the plant was covered with bunches.
The vine had become a fruit plant!





BEGINNING

The vine was an ornamental plant, but the garden 
had too much shadow.





DEVELOPMENT

The farmer cuts the branches and removes the leaves. 
The vine suffers and cries.





The nightingale sings to console the cut vine.

The stars are moved up and confort the vine





THE END

The shining tears of the vine are transformed into small
sweet bunched fruits: the grape!





SETTING: the garden

TIME: a long time ago

b a.d.





CARACTERS

 Vine                                                          Farmer

Nightingale                                                 Stars


